Using motor unit potential characterizations to estimate neuromuscular disorder level of involvement.
Based on the analysis of electromyographic (EMG) data muscles are often characterized as normal or affected by a neuromuscular disorder. Motor unit potential (MUP) characterizations comprised of the conditional probabilities of a MUP being detected from a muscle of each of the following categories: myopathic, normal, and neuropathic, were estimated. The sets of MUP characterizations of a set of MUPs detected in a muscle were averaged to produce a set of muscle characterization measures related to the probability of the muscle belonging to each category conditioned on the set of MUPs detected. Using simulated EMG signals, the objective of this work was to evaluate the correlation between the muscle characterization measures produced by different MUP characterization methods and the level of involvement of a disorder. The results showed a correlation of 0.9 between myopathic and neuropathic muscle characterization measures and the actual level of involvement when using a Pattern Discovery (PD) method to estimate MUP characterizations. This work suggests that MUP characterizations can be used to assist clinicians in tracking the progress of a disease process.